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The Internet Society 

Background on the Internet Leadership Team 
§ Builds on the Internet Society’s history in providing 
training and capacity building opportunities

§ Dedicated function to develop and deliver the 
organization’s learning and leadership development 
programs

§ Responsible for Inforum, the learning management 
system and library of online courses

§ Programs include Ambassadors to the IGF, Fellowship to 
the OECD Technology Foresight Forum, Anita Borg 
Women in Technology, Fellowship to the IETF, and others

§ Work with partners to evolve the program mix and 
provide increased value to members and chapters



The Internet Society 

IETF Fellowship Objectives 
§ Creates connections between new and existing developers of 
open Internet standards

§ Empowers fellows through broadened experience and 
participation in standards development

§ Reinforces the importance of multiple disciplines in fostering 
the robustness, security, stability, and sustainability of the 
Internet

§ Increases the diversity of participants and the global 
awareness of the IETF’s vital work

§ Develops a pool of participants with greater ability to 
participate in and contribute to the IETF’s work

§ Ensure that Africa and the rest of the developing world are 
equipped to develop the standards that impact them



The Internet Society 

Engaging Academia in Internet Governance 
and  Development 

§ ISOC has traditionally enjoyed a very close relationship with academia 
in delivering its programmatic initiatives

§ There is a greater desire to engage universities in a broader and more 
sustainable manner

§ Academia can serve as an incubator for the next generation of Internet 
leaders

§ Deeper relationships need to be forged between academia and 
manufacturers, service providers, financial organizations, and other 
research institutions

§ Academia has a large role to play in the work of the IETF and the 
development of open Internet standards

§ There are large benefits to be accrued from academia being involved 
in non-traditional areas such as Internet governance and policy 
development



The Internet Society 

What Makes a Good Research-Based 
Fellowship Application? 

§ Demonstrate that your work or research specifically relates to IETF 
Working Groups

§ Provide evidence of your knowledge of the IETF’s work and identify 
what you can accomplish by attending a meeting

§ Show that you are actively involved in IETF or IRTF working groups 
through the mailing list 

§ It is an added benefit if you are currently working on IETF drafts

§ Provide a detailed plan on how you plan to share the IETF experience 
with your local or regional community (students, peer groups, 
chapters, etc.)

§ Involvement in data networking organizations is also an added bonus 
(AfNOG, AFRINIC, IEEE, ACM, etc.). Of equal importance is the 
publishing and/or presentation of academic papers in areas related to 
IETF working groups.
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